
 

 
 

A Leading Energy Efficient Lighting 
Manufacturer Needed a Pricing and Sales 
Strategy Model to Assess New Leads 
With thousands of potential customers, our client “EELM” needed to identify the            
optimal approach and pricing for each customer, ensuring financial viability and           
success for both the company and its customers.  

 
Background 
EELM is the owner of a technology that produces 30-75% gains in electricity versus baseline               
lighting products. The technology is primarily used in industrial and outdoor lighting. Due to the               
large scale of most installations, prospective customers stand to reduce electricity costs            
substantially. The amount of electricity cost savings from the EELM technology depends on energy              
rates, sales taxes, installation rebates, financing rates, commission structures, and more.  
 
When EELM engaged Third Partners, the firm was fully consumed with meetings and travel to               
support business development. To streamline the production of sales pitches and to develop the              
optimal go-to-market strategy, EELM hired Third Partners to build a multifunctional sales strategy             
tool. The tool empowered senior management with fast and accurate insights into the profitability              
of new prospective business opportunities.  

 
Third Partners advisory services to EELM included:  
➔ Creating an automated sales strategy and prospect qualification tool that incorporates           

data from multiple sources: 

◆ EELM cost of goods sold (COGS) and price charged to customer 

◆ Rebates / incentives available by state and utility 

◆ Energy rates by sector and state  

◆ Sales tax by region and zip code 

◆ Sales rep commission structure 

➔ Developing website copy to be more accessible and customer-friendly 

➔ Building a comprehensive rebate database by state and utility, relevant to the EELM             

lighting technology 

 

Results 
The sales model led to quicker management of prospect data and proposal generation by EELM               

sales reps, allowing for more face time with prospects and shorter sales cycle. Also, improving               

EELM’s website copy, in tandem with a complete redesign (completed by another firm), ended up               

improving the company image and providing a level of professionalism and branding that did not               

exist on the previous site.  

 

Finally, by improving the sales speed and efficiency, Third Partners helped contribute to the              

mass-scale installation of this transformative energy efficiency product. Reduced electricity          

consumption leads to fossil fuel emissions reductions nationwide 
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